


PASSION

KNOWLEDGE

OUR PASSION

is to provide people with workplaces 

adjusted to their needs. We are experts 

at designing offices by leveraging our 

speciality in office furniture production.

OUR KNOWLEDGE

is based on 30 years of experience  

in the international market. We have 

analyzed global trends and best  

practices within office organizations all 

over the world. What we have learned 

is that only flexible solutions can adapt 

to support the changing needs of  

an evolving company. We truly believe  

a well-designed office complete with 

both flexible and ergonomic solutions 

will positively shape an organization’s 

culture forever.



    8  /  Unilever  |  Hamburg

  16  /  T-Mobile  |  Warsaw

  26  /  SEB Bank  |  Vilnius

  34  /  Neuca  |  Toruń

  42  /  Insurance Company  |  Cracow

  50  /  Concentrix  |  Szczecin

  60  /  Mondial-Assistance  |  Warsaw

  68  /  CitySpace  |  Gdańsk

  78  /  All In! Games  |  Cracow

  88  /  Netguru  |  Poznań

  96  /  JHM Development  |  Skierniewice

104  /  CitySpace Młociny  |  Warszawa

110  /  Hama  |  Poznań

116  /  Outsourcing Company  |  Łódź 

120  /  Edwards Lifesciences Offices  |  Warsaw

126  /  National Chamber of Commerce  |  Warsaw

132  /  Smart Automation  |  Olsztyn

138  /  Outsourcing Company  |  Katowice 
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HAMBURG 2020

UNILEVER
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The project’s guiding ideas were coworking, well-
being, and flexible design. The team needed a layout 
with furniture pieces that supported these ideas and 
helped evolve their culture – the result: a multi-space 
office landscape with a practical design for each room’s 
specific purpose. Plants and natural lighting encour-

age the team’s healthy biorhythm, fostering well-being.
The new layout has reclaimed 30% of its desk space 
to use as flexible work space instead. These new  
flexible spaces are made flexible by convenient  
solutions including hushMeet.S, hushPhone and 
hushWork.sit&stand. 

THE CHALLENGE: TO HELP REALIZE A CORPORATE CULTURE INSPIRED  
BY THE NEW SLOGAN “FUTURE FIT & PURPOSE LED”. EMPLOYEES  
PARTOOK IN THE SPACE’S DESIGN, SELECTING AND DEVELOPING THE 
BEST SOLUTIONS FOR THEIR NEEDS. OVER 50 PODS FROM THE HUSH  
LINE WERE IMPLEMENTED.



PHOTOBOOK 2021
size year industry photos design 

6 500 m2 2020 FMCG Karsten Knocke Joppich&Rieckhoff Handelsgesellschaft für Büroeinrichtungen mbH | TheDive GmbH
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WARSAW 2020 

T-MOBILE
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We needed to adapt the interior to the client’s desired  
wallpaper and lighting aesthetics. Our approach was 
collaborative; we worked directly with their team to 

pick the right ready-made solutions and develop  
excellent tailor-made ones.
 

MIKOMAX SMART OFFICE WORKED WITH ARCHITECT BARTOSZ PIŁAT  
TO ARRANGE AND OUTFIT THIS POLISH T-MOBILE OFFICE. WE FOCUSED 
ON TAILORING WORKSTATIONS TO EMPLOYEE EXPECTATIONS. A COMPRE-
HENSIVE ARRANGEMENT ACCOMMODATES A KITCHENETTE, CHILLOUT  
ZONES, AND CONFERENCE ROOMS. HUSHOFFICE ACOUSTIC PODS  
FURNISH KEY SPACES.
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1 400 m2 2020 telecommunications Bartosz Piłat | Mikomax Smart Office
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VILNIUS 2020 

SEB BANK
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The project was creative: realize an activity-based  
office concept within the innovative, flexible build-
ing. Expectations included an outstanding layout, 
advanced technologies, and sustainability solu-
tions. Most importantly, SEB employees needed  
to love the space and feel at home within it.

The office is complete with noise-reducing acoustic 
solutions, ample natural light, and efficient air con-
ditioning. Its interior design is warm and welcoming 
to all teammates, local and cross-country – it’s an 
optimal space to collaborate and work. 
 

IN 2020 SEB LIETUVOJE MOVED TO THEIR NEW HQ IN KONSTITUCIJOS  
AV AT VILNIUS. SEB REPRESENTATIVES CONSULTED WITH OUR TEAM  
DIRECTLY TO PICK THE RIGHT PRODUCTS FROM THE HUSH LINE. A LOCAL 
HUSH DEALER HANDLED INSTALLATION, FURNISHING THE SPACE WITH 
HUSH BOOTHS AND PODS. 
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12 000 m2 2020 banking DO ARCHITECTS
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TORUŃ 2020 

NEUCA
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Workstations are organized per ergonomic require-
ments. A glass facade floods the floor plan with 
natural light while offering all a view of the surround-
ing forest. The project had to give adequate work-
ing conditions to the company’s 1,500+ employees, 
so the whole team partook in the decision-making 
process of space planning. Together, they developed 
the concept of “Poland from the mountains to the  

sea,” which features wall motifs evoking Poland’s 
ambitions and special places. Social rooms include 
a kitchenette, relaxation spot, and conference room. 
Several furniture solutions for quiet work and ef-
fective meetings outfit the space. Acoustic booths  
and pods from the Hush line are set up conveniently 
for teammates to chat or collaborate in a quality work 
environment.  

THIS NEUCA OFFICE ARRANGEMENT PRIORITIZES EMPLOYEE COMFORT. 
IT CONSISTS OF TWO BUILDINGS CONNECTED BY A WALKWAY. FINISHES 
AND FUNCTIONAL SOLUTIONS ARE STYLISTICALLY CONSISTENT ACROSS 
THE TWO BUILDINGS.
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19 000 m2 2020 pharmacy Massive Design
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PHOTOBOOK 2021

CRACOW 2021 

INSURANCE COMPANY
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We needed to give employees solutions that allowed 
them to talk freely without disrupting others. This 
functionality is provided by acoustic booths; the pro-
ject is outfitted with Hushoffice solutions. Upholstered 
panels in dynamic configurations of varying shapes 
and colors also contribute to the space’s acoustics. 
Envisioning ergonomic workstations, the company  
opted for height-adjustable desks. Their desk sharing  

system meant lockers were in order – our uniquely 
designed lockers bring a unique element to the 
workspaces. Our approach to the chillout zone was 
equally creative; we finished the space with a chess  
table and a reading room. In the implementation,  
we used products from brands such as Mikomax, 
Noti, Prostoria, Pedrali, LD and Bejot.
 

THIS PROJECT IS A SPACE FOR AN INSURANCE COMPANY. OUR ARRANGE-
MENT PROVIDES FOR AND EQUIPS 200 WORKSTATIONS. THE CLIENT 
STRONGLY PRIORITIZED WORKSTATION SIMPLICITY AND FUNCTIONAL-
ITY AND SOUGHT TO BRING POSITIVE ENERGY TO ALL COMMON AREAS. 
TO THIS END, WE PICKED BOLD COLOR COMBINATIONS THAT PERFECTLY 
MATCH THE COMPANY’S BRAND. 
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1 500 m2 2021 insurance GRUPA68 | HOOF Cracow
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SZCZECIN 2020 

CONCENTRIX
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The entire office’s arrangement, including the floor 
covering’s design, was prepared by Bartosz Piłat 
from the Mikomax Smart Office team. We adapted 
interior colors to the company’s brandbook and 
delivered 530 workstations in the Szczecin branch 
in total, using many non-standard versions of the 

product to accommodate cable management. We 
arranged the kitchen and training rooms and finished 
the office with reception, private office, and confer-
ence furniture as well as acoustic ceiling panels, 
wardrobes, green walls, and hushMeet cabins. 
 

WE EQUIPPED THE OFFICE SPACE FOR THIS LARGE BUSINESS SERVICES 
COMPANY. THE DECISION REGARDING THEIR NEW LOCATION LANDED ON 
A MODERN OFFICE BUILDING, “POSEJDON”, AND WAS DRIVEN PRIMARILY 
BY A NEED FOR MORE WORKSTATIONS. 
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3 000 m2 2020 BPO Mikomax Smart Office
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WARSAW 2020 

MONDIAL ASSISTANCE
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Arrangement of the space was comprehensive to 
provide complete, perfect workstations. We used 
modern, functional office equipment, including 
Hushoffice acoustic pods, desks from the Flexido D 
system, acoustic panels and Okamura swivel chairs.  
The office’s open area is fully outfitted with fully  

functional workstations and electrically height- 
-adjustable Balance desks. The conference rooms 
and private offices also feature smart solutions. 
Customized to cohere with the office’s modern 
look, comfortable soft seating finishes the chillout  
zones. 

THE CHALLENGE: TO REARRANGE THE WARSAW BRANCH OF THIS ASSIS-
TANCE SERVICES COMPANY. WE FOCUSED ON CREATING COMFORTABLE, 
FUNCTIONAL WORKSPACES FOR THE MANAGEMENT TEAM AND THEIR 
EMPLOYEE BASE OF CALL CENTER SERVICERS. THE REARRANGEMENT  
CONCEPT WAS “MODERN DESIGN” – A DESIGN THAT ACCOMMODATED 
COMFORTABLE WORK AND THE COMPANY’S IMAGE.
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2 000 m2 2020 insurance S+UDIO QUADRA
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GDAŃSK 2020 

CITYSPACE
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Hushoffice acoustic pods are the showroom’s key 
elements, supporting concentrated work and allow-
ing teammates to isolate themselves from noise in 
a pod that’s comfortable and convenient. Each pod 
is fully featured with handy amenities like adjust-
able ventilation and lighting, power sources, and 
electronic device charging. Touring the space, one 
enjoys a nearly full portfolio of Hush acoustic pods, 
starting with hushPhone, a cabin best suited for 
telephone calls. HushTwin is also on display – the 
super-compact pod made of two conjoined, but 
independent workspaces making efficient use of 
space. HushMeet and hushMeet.L finish the pod 
array, serving as larger work and meeting spaces 

ideal for group meetings or videoconferences.
The area is designed per the Pivot Space concept 
prioritizing flexibility in the office’s interior. This flex-
ibility gives employees the freedom to rearrange their 
space with ease. All furniture supplied for the pro-
ject was picked because it enables efficient layout 
changes – teams can quickly re-shape any area from 
a group work hub to a relaxation zone. 
The interior design’s crown jewel is a mural inspired 
by the works of Władysław Strzemiński. The work 
emphasizes the Łódź origin of the Hushoffice brand. 
We perfected the artistic aesthetic with potted plants 
to bolster well-being, improve air quality, and visually 
enrich the space. 

BOTH A COWORKING SPACE AND A HUSHOFFICE SHOWROOM LOCATED 
ON THE GROUND FLOOR OF THE “TRYTON BUSINESS HOUSE” OFFICE  
BUILDING IN GDAŃSK. CREATED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH CITYSPACE,  
AN OPERATOR OF FLEXIBLE OFFICE SPACES, THE SHOWROOM’S FACADE 
IS FULLY GLAZED TO OFFER ALL AN INTRIGUING VIEW OF ITS INTERIOR. 
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450 m2 2021 workspace Mikomax Smart Office
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PHOTOBOOK 2021

CRACOW 2020 

ALL IN! GAMES

THE ALL IN! GAMES IN KRAKOW’S NEW OFFICE STARTED AS A MERE 
“BUILDING SHELL.” THE LAYOUT IS NOW FULLY FUNCTIONAL AND FULL 
OF PERSONALITY. IT’S DIVIDED INTO MAIN ZONES INCLUDING TECHNICAL, 
TEST, RECEPTION, CHILLOUT, WORK, COMMON, AND CANTEEN ZONES. 
TO REACH THE GROUND FLOOR FROM THE SECOND STORY, EMPLOYEES 
TAKE THE SLIDE INSTEAD OF TAKING THE STAIRS, IN THE SPIRIT OF THEIR 
ORGANIZATION.
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The project used unconventional solutions, includ-
ing dedicated workstations for 60 people. We  
envisioned a functional office conducive to creative 
work – one that met the needs of a creative industry.
Hush pods have been adapted to be ideal game-testing  

zones. The reception desk was tailored and surfaced 
with the same panels used for the area’s flooring. 
Workspaces are finished with ergonomic armchairs, 
desks with partitions, and suspended sound-damp-
ening panels that improve acoustics. 
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size year industry design

550 m2 2020 video game publisher Klaudia Wilczyńska i Michał Nowak | HOOF Kraków | Mikomax Smart Office
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POZNAŃ 2020 

NETGURU
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The work scope included the design and furnishing  
of the open space, formal and informal confer-
ence rooms, kitchens and dining areas, relaxation 
and chillout zones, acoustic elements and acoustic 
booths, decorative lighting, and plants. All interiors 
were finished in pleasant, calming colors.
We provided about 200 workstations in total. Netguru  
attaches great importance to ecology and sustainable  
development, so we used and developed furniture  
that the company already had to carry out the project.  

This included desks, armchairs, and tables. We also 
supplied new solutions – desks, work tables, confer-
ence room tables, chairs of varying kinds, acoustics 
solutions, decorative elements, lighting, and chillout 
zone equipment. HushPhone and hushMeet booths 
support comfortable chats and conferences, absorb-
ing sound to ensure colleagues in the larger space 
are never distracted by it. Counters, kitchens, coffee  
points, wardrobes, and walls featuring the company’s 
logo were also prepared by our team.  

NETGURU IS ONE OF THE MOST DYNAMICALLY GROWING POLISH  
COMPANIES IN THE IT SECTOR. WE HAD THE PLEASURE OF DESIGNING 
AND EQUIPPING THE TEAM’S OFFICES IN THE “NOWE GARBARY OFFICE 
CENTER” BUILDING IN POZNAŃ. 
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2 100 m2 2020 IT Katarzyna Rut | HOOF Poznań | Mikomax Smart Office
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SKIERNIEWICE 2020 

JHM DEVELOPMENT
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The layout corresponds to the organization’s structure 
and departments, i.e., sales, marketing, and finance. 
The ground floor’s waiting room accommodates 
guests as well as larger meetings. A modular AVE 
desk finishes the team’s reception area – its modular-
ity offers the option to extend the furniture with ease.

We supplied the office with modern, functional  
furniture, expanding work surfaces with additional 
worktops and extensions from the Flexido O system. 
Sidiz T50 employee and conference seats furnish  
conference spaces. They were selected after numer-
ous tests and positive client feedback. 

A PRIVATE BUILDING WITH A MODERN GLASS-AND-WOOD AESTHETIC.  
THE LAYOUT INCLUDES CONFERENCE ROOMS, OFFICES, KITCHEN AREAS,  
AND A MANAGEMENT BOARD ZONE. WE PROVIDED WORKSPACES FOR 
OVER 35 EMPLOYEES.
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1 500 m2 2020 real estate development Mikomax Smart Office
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PHOTOBOOK 2021

WARSAW 2019 

CITYSPACE 
MŁOCINY

CitySpace Club Młociny is a meeting and working  
spot for professionals, entrepreneurs, startups, free-
lancers, and the like. Five industrial containers cre-
ate its unique atmosphere for 56 workstations. The 
industrial containers were arranged with attention  
to comfort and ergonomics and a high priority on  

attractive design; raw materials of concrete and 
wood shape the functional space’s industrial look. 
The hushPhone acoustic cabin, Flexido system  
desks, and conference tables and lockers give  
members multiple work setting options.
 

CITYSPACE CLUB MŁOCINY IS A COWORKING SPACE MADE OF FIVE 
LINKED INDUSTRIAL CONTAINERS. IT’S PART OF THE “GALERIA MŁOCINY”  
SHOPPING AND ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX. 
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350 m2 2019 workspace Mikomax Smart Office
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POZNAŃ 2019 

HAMA

We designed and laid out workstations to meet  
ergonomic standards as well as integrate the team. 
Optimal acoustics was essential. We installed free-
standing acoustic panels between desk clusters and 
set up sound-dampening walls to shape common 
areas and chillout zones. Sound-absorbing verti-
cal baffles and horizontal boards also perfect the 
atmosphere’s ambiance. HushPhone booths serve 
as private, enclosed workspaces that protect this 
ambiance. Each solution works in tandem toward 
acoustic excellence.

The interior is refined. A functional lighting system  
illuminates artful design: desks in work zones were 
manufactured with a black steel frame that brings 
aesthetic balance to their bright wood top. The black 
steel is a coherent design element throughout the  
office. Every product was customized to match 
brand colors, from hushPhone pod upholstery interi-
ors and shell exteriors to each acoustic fixture. Light 
grays and graphites, black steel, and accents of red 
embody Hama’s brand. 
 

HAMA IS A GERMAN MANUFACTURER OF PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ELECTRONIC  
ACCESSORIES. THEIR TEAM SOUGHT TO MODERNIZE THEIR POLISH HEAD-
QUARTERS INTERIOR. THE GOAL: AN ERGONOMIC OFFICE THAT BOLSTERS 
WELLNESS AND PRODUCTIVITY.
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500 m2 2019 light industry ELM-Projekt Studio Jerzy Milewski
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ŁÓDŹ 2019 

OUTSOURCING  
COMPANY

The focus of the project was to design a functional  
office with a pleasant atmosphere for creativity. 
The team needed workspaces that would promote 
physical as well as emotional health. We brought 
in Flexido ergonomic workstations, SONIQ mobile 
walls, and Hush acoustic cabins. The cabins were 
particularly critical; each cabin absorbs workplace 

noises like phone conversations and ad-hoc meet-
ing chatter. 
Relaxation and social zones are a prominent feature 
of the layout; teammates can recharge when a break 
is needed. The city’s culture, art, and character are 
evoked through subtle details in the decor. The office 
is functional and modern. 

A GLOBAL OUTSOURCING COMPANY THAT NEEDED TO ADAPT THEIR OFFICE 
TO SUPPORT THEIR EXPANSION. DESIGNED BY TRZOP ARCHITEKCI.
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370 m2 2019 outsourcing Trzop Architekci
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WARSAW 2019 

EDWARDS  
LIFESCIENCES  
OFFICES

This project was prepared jointly by Mikomax Smart 
Office architects, Edward Lifesciences’s Switzerland 
HQ team, and JMP service’s interior fit-out crew. The 
inspiration was a home-office feel that encapsulated 
Edwards Lifesciences’s core values. Their team pic-
tured warm colors for a cozy atmosphere embracing 
wellness.
We made dedicated spaces within the office using  
partitions. The kitchen is sectioned off, giving  
co-workers a welcome sense of privacy. All can fully 
disconnect from work when taking a break. Another 
partition forms a relaxation zone beside worksta-
tions. Mobile, acoustic hushPhone booths, and 
hushWork.sit&stand desks set up throughout offer 

privacy to colleagues. There are multiple places to 
“focus” or “reset” within reach. 
Flexible solutions ensure the Edwards Lifesciences  
team can adapt their layout, adjusting it when 
needs change. The conference rooms are outfitted 
with mobile walls which can be shifted to accom-
modate meetings of every size. The common area  
features folding tables that can be reconfigured  
to support new work dynamics. The table’s natural 
veneer realizes the warm, cozy atmosphere pictured.  
A modular AVE reception desk furnishes the en-
trance area, which is inviting and bright with light  
that illuminates wall graphics of the company’s logo 
and industry. 

AN ATMOSPHERE THAT HEIGHTENS CREATIVITY IN AN EXTRAORDINARY 
TEAM. THIS OFFICE SETS THE STAGE FOR LIFE-SAVING INNOVATIONS. 
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370 m2 2019 healthcare Mikomax Smart Office
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POLAND’S NATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE REPRESENTS OVER 150 
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS AND DOZENS OF POLISH ENTREPRENEURS. 
THEIR OFFICE WAS DUE FOR AN UPDATE. THE VISION: A MULTIFUNCTIONAL  
SPACE FOR TEAMWORK, FOCUS, LARGE CONFERENCES, TRAINING EVENTS,  
AND EVERYDAY INFORMAL MEETINGS. 

WARSAW 2019 

NATIONAL CHAMBER  
OF COMMERCE

We equipped the work zone with hushWork.
sit&stand desks so employees can adjust their setup 
to maintain comfort. An array of acoustic solutions 
from the Hush product line lend multiple hubs for 
ad hoc team meetings. Flexible, stylish furniture 
solutions finish conference, training, and common 
rooms. All key areas are easily rearrangeable.
Flexibility was a foundation. Our LIGO system  
furnishes the auditorium, making it effortlessly  
rearrangeable. High tables for impromptu meetings 

fulfill the room’s functional needs, while a custom,  
creative wall installation provides storage with an  
artful flair. We also customized our AVE reception 
counter system into an “L” shape for a perfect fit. 
The system doubles as a cloakroom. 
The office is ergonomic, functional, and aestheti-
cally pleasing. Colors and types of material were 
picked for a professional, welcoming workplace that 
“works” for every teammate.
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800 m2 2019 non-profit/government Adaptic Architekci
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OLSZTYN 2019

SMART AUTOMATION

The project was finished with the help of Mikomax 
Smart Office architects. The aim: to create an en-
vironment that met the needs of employees and 
satisfied company board expectations. We brought 
in many modern solutions such as an electric height-
adjustable project table and the sit & stand Stand  
Up R workstations that allow employees to work  
in the most comfortable position. 

The floor is rich with greenery. Enclosed work-
spaces for heads-down, solo work, or collaborative 
teamwork are in ample supply. We sectioned off a 
management zone supplied with individual offices  
and a chillout room for meetings or rest. Delighted  
with the interior solutions used, the company  
has made plans to expand its scale using the same 
solutions. 

THE OFFICE OF SMART AUTOMATION SPECIALIZING IN THE AUTOMATION  
AND ROBOTIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES. LOCATED IN THE OLSZTYN  
ECONOMIC ZONE.
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2 000 m2 2019 robotics Mikomax Smart Office
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KATOWICE 2018 

OUTSOURCING  
COMPANY 

With 500,000 employees around the world and  
partnerships with more than three-quarters of the 
world’s Fortune Global 500 companies, this organi-
zation leads worldwide innovation. Their office had  
to support their work. 
The idea was a unique interior that sung with  
culture. Wall veneers give character to communal  

areas; teams can relax, immersed in their country  
and company’s culture. Such accents as eye-
catching phrases of the Silesia region foster a happy  
atmosphere. The kitchen and social zones are also 
fully equipped and full of character, giving teammates 
multiple spots to break and recharge.
 

TRZOP ARCHITEKCI AND MIKOMAX SMART OFFICE DESIGNED THIS OFFICE 
FOR A GLOBAL OUTSOURCING COMPANY BASED IN KATOWICE, POLAND. 
DESIGN ELEMENTS HIGHLIGHT LOCAL CULTURE, BRINGING PERSONALITY 
TO THE FULLY FUNCTIONAL SPACE. 
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940 m2 2018 outsourcing Trzop Architekci
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WE COMBINE OUR EXPERTISE 
IN OFFICE FURNITURE MANUFA-
CTURING WITH OUR GROWING  
KNOWLEDGE BASE OF WHAT 
MAKES OFFICES “SMART” AND 
FUNCTIONAL. WE WORK WITH 
YOUR TEAM TO IDENTIFY THE 
OPTIMAL SOLUTION AND SPACE 
PLANNING FOR YOUR UNIQUE 
WORK DYNAMICS. TOGETHER, 
WE CREATE TRANSFORMATIVE 
WORK SPACES IN YOUR OFFICE.





www.hushoffice.com




